
 

Malayalam Actor Prithviraj Nude

Nineties model Milind Soman has revealed to have suffered a bizarre experience since his nudes photo with actress Madhu Sapre resurfaced. Milind shared the photo on social media, but it had a provocative touch to it. The actors were posing for the photo when a python approached and wrapped around them before the shoot. The scary moment for Milind came
when he received a call from a caller, who claimed to be from the Kolkata police. Milind was later told that the caller threatened to destroy his car if he did not do it again. The Bollywood star Ranveer Singh has been invited to perform a traditional dance in his native place of Punjab.The actor, who acted in the Malayalam movie Orkkuka Vallapozhum, will also film
a short, non-film Malayalam web series. According to a report in The Week, Ranveer is part of a troupe of traditional dancers put together to dance at the opening ceremony of the book festival organised by the Malayalam Sahitya Academy. The Malayalam writer and poet Mohanan Asnani, well-known as a popular stage writer, has been asked to write the lyrics of

a theme song. Here are photographs of actress Shilpa Bala, who played the role of Valli in Orkkuka Vallapozhum in which Rajkumar acted as Sreenivasan. Shilpa had a trio of sound shootings in Sholapur in Mandya district and had a very good experience. She was made the centre of attraction and it was all because of her extraordinary presence. It is often said
that Valli's face will be brought to life only once, if that is indeed what happened in Orkkuka Vallapozhum. That Valli makes an appearance only once in the movie is a fact. But the two actors appeared together on screen more than the other characters. The director even played on the fact that Valli was the only character still alive after the revenge in the climax,

when the final battle between the two characters in the movie takes place.
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